
Experience the sights, sounds, moles and mezcals of vibrant Oaxaca
with us! Immerse yourself in the soulful art scene, indigenous culture,
rich culinary and artisanal traditions of this magical 16th century
colonial city. Our adventures include field trips to the Sunday open air
market in Tlacolula (one of the oldest/largest continuous markets in
Mesoamerica), and studio visits in the famous weaving village of
Teotitlán and alebrije village of Arrazola. We’ll spend an afternoon
exploring the World Heritage archaeological ruins of Monte Albán,
looking for Zapotec and Mixtec symbols to include in our painting. We’ll
add natural pigments (cochineal, indigo, marigold) to our art toolkits,
and make uniquely Oaxacan memories on paper.

Pedro will show participants an extensive repertoire of personal
symbols that are incorporated into his art, and offer them the
opportunity to discover and paint their own in this intimate setting. This
is a chance to consider the “secret soul” of things that matter to you
and bring them into your painting.

Workshop questions: contact Corrie McCluskey at corrie@pedrocruzpacheco.com or 707-575-6801.

For complete info & to register:
www.pedrocruzpacheco.com/workshops

LOCATION: Oaxaca City, OAX, Mexico
DATES: March 18–27, 2022
COST: $1200 w/class or $1000 no class

Workshop details:

Thoroughly Oaxaca Art Experience:

with Oaxacan painter Pedro Cruz Pacheco

Workshop details & information

2022 watercolor workshop in Oaxaca City, Mexico

Workshop schedule:

PEDRO CRUZ PACHECO: is a painter from Santa Cruz
Amilpas, Oaxaca, Mexico who works in watercolor, oil,
and mixed media. He left his job in a brickyard in
1999 and initially began his career as a self-taught
artist. He spent 8 years apprenticing in the studio of
master Oaxacan painter Felipe Morales, and has
shown and sold his work for years in Labastida Plaza
in downtown Oaxaca (by Santo Domingo church).
Pedro has exhibited in Mexico (Oaxaca, Mexico City,
Puerto Vallarta, Merida, Monterrey), Texas, and

California (San Francisco, Los Angeles, Sonoma County,
Eureka). Pedro’s style is very Oaxaca-influenced, with
magic realism as an artistic point of view — a Mexican
version of surrealism. His work is intimate, private,
and incorporates personal symbols and talismans that
reflect his own life experiences as well as the history
and customs of Oaxaqueños in his region. His work
features bright, vivid colors and his own deeply personal
and heart-felt spiritual view of the world around him.

arrival: Friday, Mar 18
art class: Mar 19, 21, 23, 25, 26
field trips for all: Mar 20, 24
day off: (no class or scheduled trips) Mar 22
departure: Sunday, Mar 27
airport: Oaxaca Xoxocotlan Intl airport (OAX)

watercolor, natural pigments, symbols & talismans

Workshop location:
Villas Los Nogales
Leandro Valle 521, Oaxaca, MX 68000
www.villaslosnogales.com.mx


